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Building Management System (BMS) module 
 
 Below is a screenshot of the CHEMTROL standard CT/PC110c CPU electronics board. 
The Building Management System (BMS) module should be installed above the CPU board, 
(Circled in orange). There are 4x hex spacers ready for this installation.   
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Connecting the BMS module 
 

1. 24vDC Power connection. Run the two wire cables (Red & Black) from the BMS 
module to the main power board terminal block.  RED-24v, Black-GND. 

 
2. Modbus/ BACNet IP, Cat-5/6 Connection. Plug your customer cable connection. 

 
3. Modbus/ BACNet MSTP connection. 2-wire connection port. 

 
4. The grey cable is the connection between the CPU board and the BMS module.   

(This cable is supplied with the BMS module). 
 

a. It connects on the CPU board at JP5/Comm3; and on the module the J2 
jumper.   
 

b. Pin 1 of each connector is marked with white ink.  The white ink connects to 
Pin 1 on both: BMS module and CPU board. See picture attached. 
 

c. The grey wire is supplied connected on the BMS module. Please connect the 
other side of this wire to the CPU board at JP5/Comm3. 
 

5. In case you have a wireless router installed, please note that both the router and the 
BMS module should be connected to the same 24v terminal on the Power Supply 
Board.  
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Network setup 
 

1.    Download and install RUInet : https://store.chipkin.com/articles/fieldserver-how-do-i-
download-configurations-and-firmware-using-ruinet  
 

2. Rename the configuration you require to config.csv and copy the file into the folder where 
the utility got installed ( the default folder is C:\Program Files\FieldServer Utilities\config ) 
 

pc2100cPPM2-bacn

etIP.CSV

pc2100cPPM2-MOD

.CSV

pc2100cPPM2-Lon.c

sv

pc2100cPPM2-bacn

etMSTP.CSV
 

 

3. Connecting with a laptop to the Protocessor/SMC module: please use a Crossover 
cable. (This is not the typical type straight through Ethernet cable). Crossover cable is wired 
in a certain way that allows one network device to connect to another directly without the 
use of a switch/hub. However, if a Crossover cable is not available or could be obtained, 
then you could connect your laptop to the module with the use of any Ethernet switch and 
regular Straight-Through Ethernet cables. 
 

4. Note that the default IP address for the SMC module is 192.168.1.24. 
In order for your laptop to see it using the RUInet utility, it needs to be on the same 
subnet. To do so, please configure your laptop's Ethernet adapter to an IP address in 
the same range, such as 192.168.1.25, with the same subnet mask of 255.255.255.0 
 

5. Launch RUInet and your laptop should immediately see the SMC module if the above 
steps are done correctly. 
 

6. Once you select the detection and confirm the date, Select "D" from the menu 
shown to download the config file onto the module. 
 

7. Select option "I" to Save the configuration onto the module, Restart and reinitialize it 
with the new configuration. 
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